14 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD NEVER FALL IN LOVE WITH A POET
Sharifa & Latifa
1. They will touch every inch of you just to find a crack to lose themselves into;
every broken part of your body becomes a part they choose to rest themselves in
and call it "home".
2. You will notice the poet creating thunderstorms, even on their good days. They
drain the sun of radiance on it's brightest days but all you could do is stand by
and watch. You see, disasters are a poet's best-friend so if you fall in love with a
poet you are bound to find yourself cleaning the mess.
3. They're nothing but classy sinners self rains on the remains of godly empires
and misfortunes of lonely lovers
4. They tend to forget to answer their phone, their email and their messages.
Time just slips from their finger tips when there are constant reminders of what
they could've been.
5. Never underestimate the power of a poets pen or the name they hide behind.
When they start seeing the world in red it's not easy to make it grey and white
again. They will tear the edges of paintings just to feel the paint run free on their
aching hands.
6. You will notice every kiss tastes differently. Sometimes it fills your mouth with
tragedies and other times it leaves you with a bittersweet aftertaste, mostly bitter
though. A poets kiss is almost as good as death. It fills you with overwhelming
passion and never ending blood lust for underlying meanings in mundane words
and actions. It leaves you reading falling leaves like holy books and worshipping
broken hearts in empty pews of an empty church.
7. They'll get away with words beautifully exaggerated stories from a semi
tortured life and you'll believe every sonnet, every poem and every lie— every
"I'm sorry, I didn't mean to"
8. Expect tongue-slips of "I love you 's" followed by jaw clenched apologies;
"sorry I got caught up in the moment" after the second date but you will believe
them. You never doubt a flower that blooms under the sunlight until you realize
you never planted a seed in the first place.
9. Poets have the tendency to think they are in a movie— dead poets society to be
precise. So be ready to do things just for the sake of it and always prepare for the
worst. Especially when it comes to cutting you out, crying, screaming, mumbling
none sense. All of it— never less, never more.

10. Everytime a poet reaches for your hands, you will notice their tense shoulders
because of the way they try to hold the weight of the world on them. Your hands
will feel like a sanctuary to them and all their battles will rest when you're
around.
11. They can come up with excuses from thin air just to stay in bed drowning in
self pity
12. Behind the poet's eyes you will find poems about safe-kept secrets and
graveyards of a lover gone wrong. A random kiss in an elevator doesn't qualify as
love but in a poet's interpretation, it is enough to write poetry about universes
splitting open just because the elevator doors did and 7 seconds in heaven are
over.
13. They will ask you to pick up the laundry, wash the dishes and make food cause
they're "too busy for mundane chores"
14. If and when you find a way out, you will never really stay out. A poet will keep
you in within every line they write. They will bleed the shades of you into paper
and that way they build margins around you.

